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MaWD 4.01 Understand The Fundamentals of HTML5 and CSS

Word bank
ABSOLUTE LINK       CASCADING STYLE SHEET       CSS DECLARATION       CSS PROPERTY       CSS SELECTOR

CSS VALUE       DOMAIN NAME SYSTEM       HEXADECIMAL COLOR CODES       HTML       HTML ATTRIBUTE       HTML

ELEMENT       HTML TAG       HYPERTEXT TRANSPORT PROTOCOL       INTERNET PROTOCOL       NESTING       OPEN

STANDARD       RELATIVE LINK       RGB COLOR CODES       UNIFORM RESOURCE LOCATOR       WEB

ACCESSIBILITY INITIATIVE       WEB BROWSER       WEB PAGE       WEB SERVER       WEBSITE       WORLD WIDE

WEB       WORLD WIDE WEB CONSORTIUM

Across
2. The address used for locating a document on the

Web (URL).  (24)

6. A document which can display text, graphics,
audio, video and other elements through a web
browser.  (8)

7. Special codes which describe or define content in
a Web document.  (8)

11. Internet service that translates domain names into
IP addresses.  (18)

12. A language which means that special codes are
used to define elements.  (4)

14. A worldwide network of computers that
communicate through http.  (14)

16. The opening and closing tags including the text in
between.  (12)

17. The style attribute you want to change.  (12)

20. A computer that runs special software to serve up
Web content by responding to requests.  (10)

21. A link that specifies a complete path to a file,
including the protocol, server, directory, filename.
(13)

23. A standard that is publicly available and has
various rights to use associated with it, and may
also have various properties of how it was
designed.  (13)

24. A numeric string that identifies a device on a
network. (IP)  (17)

25. A program for developing strategies, guidelines,
and resources to help make the Web accessible to
people with disabilities (WAI).  (28)

Down
1. An international community that develops open

standards for the Web (W3C).  (25)

3. The underlying protocol for how content is
communicated on the Web (HTTP).  (28)

4. Provide HTML attributes with additional meaning
and context.  (14)

5. A language for defining how to display HTML
elements.  (21)

7. Color values written with the # sign followed by six
digits using The numbers 0 to 9 and A to F to
represent the amount of red, green and blue.  (23)

8. The HTML element that you want to style.  (12)

9. A link that specifies the name of the file to be
linked to as it relates to the current document.  (13)

10. The style property and value.  (15)

13. Special software that displays the page by reading
the instructions in the web document.  (11)

15. Putting an object inside another object; such as an
HTML tag inside another HTML tag.  (7)

18. Color values using the combination of red, green,
and blue values ranging from 0 to 255.  (15)

19. The attribute you want applied to the property.  (9)

22. A collection of related webpages with a starting
point or home page  (7)


